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Abstract: Acquisition of accurate channel state information (CSI) at transmitters results in a huge pilot overhead in massive
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems due to the large number of antennas in the base station (BS). To reduce the
overwhelming pilot overhead in such systems, a structured joint channel estimation scheme employing compressed sensing (CS)
theory is proposed. Specifically, the channel sparsity in the angular domain due to the practical scattering environment is analyzed,
where common sparsity and individual sparsity structures among geographically neighboring users exist in multi-user massive
MIMO systems. Then, by equipping each user with multiple antennas, the pilot overhead can be alleviated in the framework of CS
and the channel estimation quality can be improved. Moreover, a structured joint matching pursuit (SJMP) algorithm at the BS is
proposed to jointly estimate the channel of users with reduced pilot overhead. Furthermore, the probability upper bound of
common support recovery and the upper bound of channel estimation quality using the proposed SJMP algorithm are derived.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed SJMP algorithm can achieve a higher system performance than those of existing
algorithms in terms of pilot overhead and achievable rate.
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1 Introduction
Massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO),
in which base stations (BSs) are equipped with a large
number of antennas, has been recognized as a key
technique for the next generation wireless systems
due to the great gains in capacity and spectrum efficiency it can provide (Lu et al., 2014). An essential
aim of a massive MIMO system is to acquire the
channel state information (CSI) at the BS, so that not
only the dramatic array gains due to large spatial
degrees of freedom (DoFs) can be fully exploited, but
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also precoding and beamforming technology can be
applied (Bogale et al., 2012). One challenge of CSI
acquisition is that downlink pilots sent from the BS
antennas consume many radio resources due to the
large number of antennas (Björnson et al., 2015). In
time-division duplexing (TDD) massive MIMO systems, channel reciprocity (Hoydis et al., 2013), which
can be used to acquire CSI by using uplink pilots,
greatly reduces the overhead in the process of CSI
acquisition. Nevertheless, this feature cannot be used
in frequency-division duplexing (FDD) systems (Dai
et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015), which are now widely
used in wireless cellular networks.
Conventional least squares (LS) algorithms and
minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithms
(Yin et al., 2012) work well in current long term
evolution (LTE) systems and LTE-Advanced systems
(Ketonen et al., 2010) because the number of
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antennas is relatively small. In massive MIMO systems, however, the downlink pilots overhead would
be prohibitively large due to the huge number of BS
antennas (Noh et al., 2014). Hence, it is imperative to
design a practical channel estimation algorithm to
reduce such a large pilot overhead without lowering
channel estimation performance. In recent research,
Berger et al. (2010) investigated channel sparsity, an
important feature of channel in massive MIMO systems, which has been found to be helpful in dealing
with the above problems. According to many experimental studies, the channel matrices in the angular domain tend to be sparse as the number of antennas increases due to the limited local scatterers around
the BS (Gao et al., 2011; Barbotin et al., 2012; Hoydis
et al., 2012). Interestingly, compressed sensing (CS)
(Donoho, 2006; Chen and Qin, 2015) can recover the
original signal using a small number of measurements
with an overwhelming probability under the condition
that the original signal is sparse. By exploiting CS,
fewer pilots need to be implemented to enhance
channel estimation performance. CS was first applied
to CSI estimation by using the orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) (Tropp and Gilbert, 2007) algorithm
and OMP-based (Tropp et al., 2006; Dai and Milenkovic, 2009) algorithm, achieving better estimation
performance than the conventional LS method in
terms of the sparse channel. Zhang et al. (2014)
proposed to condense the CSI into low-dimensional
vectors in a feedback process based on CS. Channel
sparsity in the delay-domain is then fully exploited to
improve channel estimation performance. Dai et al.
(2013) proposed to exploit the temporal correlation
and sparsity of channels in the delay-domain to reduce pilot overhead for FDD massive MIMO systems.
Qi and Wu (2014) reported that by virtue of the spatial
correlation and channel sparsity of the delay-domain,
the pilot overhead to estimate channels of antennauser links can be reduced. However, these algorithms
assume that the users know precisely the channel
sparsity level in practical scenarios, which is unrealistic in practical systems. Gao et al. (2016) proposed
an adaptive structured subspace pursuit algorithm for
channel estimation by capitalizing on the spatiotemporal common sparsity of delay-domain MIMO
channels. Although the main feature of this algorithm
is that it needs no information about accurate channel
sparsity as the initial condition, the channel recovery
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time is too long and it is unsuitable for the high data
transfer rate in next generation systems (Hu et al.,
2013). By using long-term channel statistics, Choi
et al. (2014) proposed an open-loop and closed-loop
channel estimation scheme for FDD massive MIMO
systems, but it can be difficult for the users to obtain
channel statistics perfectly in practical applications
using this scheme. Therefore, there is a need to design
a practical algorithm for the BS to estimate the
channel matrix.
The channel estimation methods mentioned
above apply CS only to point-to-point links, i.e.,
between the BS and one user, and joint sparsity of
channel matrices among geographically neighboring
users is not considered. Instead of exploiting only
point-to-point channel sparsity, to further improve the
channel estimation performance and reduce pilot
overhead, multi-user channel matrices in massive
MIMO systems are observed to share common local
scatterers, and can be recovered jointly in many experimental studies (Gao et al., 2011). Rao and Lau
(2014) proposed a distributed CS recovery framework
exploiting common sparsity between users, which is
based on joint sparsity of the channel matrix. A set of
sparse channel matrices are distributed, measured,
and recovered jointly at the BS. However, a joint
OMP algorithm needs corresponding parameters in
the process of channel estimation, which makes it
difficult to apply to practical scenarios due to
changing situations. Gao et al. (2014) proposed to
leverage common sparsity in large-scale MIMO
channels to realize reliable channel estimation and
recover multiple channels simultaneously with low
pilot overhead. This algorithm exploits the channel
sparsity in the time delay domain. Extending such an
approach to a multi-user scenario can be inappropriate as the common sparsity among users fails to be
used. Based on the spatially common sparsity among
the subchannels of the orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) symbol within the bandwidth
for each user and the unchanged support within the
consecutive time blocks, Gao et al. (2015) proposed a
closed-loop CSI acquisition and feedback frame to
adaptively obtain CSI according to the channel
measurement of previous time blocks. However, this
can be infeasible when the temporal correlation disappears and the approach fails to fully exploit the
common sparsity of channel matrices among the
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geographically neighboring users. The studies described above concentrate on users with a single antenna, but users can be equipped with more than one
antenna to achieve higher transmit rates. Whether
multiple antennas can improve channel estimation
performance has not yet been investigated.
In this study, by leveraging sparse channels in
the angular domain, a structured joint channel estimation scheme is proposed for the BS with significantly less pilot overhead in multi-user FDD massive
MIMO systems. Due to the limited scatterers in
practical environments, channel matrices associated
with neighboring users usually have a structured
channel sparsity, including common sparsity and
individual sparsity. The multiple antennas of each
user are investigated in the framework of CS to further reduce the pilot overhead requirement and improve the channel estimation quality. Instead of using
the instantaneous sparsity, the statistical sparsity
structure is fully exploited, including common and
individual support. Based on this feature, a structured
joint matching pursuit (SJMP) algorithm at the BS is
proposed to estimate the channel matrix with a
smaller pilot overhead. Furthermore, the channel
common support recovery probability and channel
estimation quality using our proposed SJMP algorithm are analyzed thoroughly. The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
Due to the practical scatterer environment,
channel matrices associated with neighboring users
usually exploit common and individual sparsity,
which is called ‘structured channel sparsity’. An
analysis of the channel property in the angular domain
is presented according to the number of antennas in
the BS and among users. This is different from the
channel sparsity considered by Dai et al. (2013), Hu
et al. (2013), and Gao et al. (2014), where the channel
sparsity exists in the time delay domain due to multipath signal propagation.
Each user is equipped with multiple antennas,
whereas most studies consider that the user has only
one antenna. Although Rao and Lau (2014) mentioned this scenario, they did not investigate whether
multiple antennas can improve the channel estimation
quality. This study proves that the channel estimation
performance can be improved by increasing the
number of antennas for each user, which provides an
insight for designing algorithms for CS-based channel

estimation.
Based on the above analysis, an SJMP algorithm
at the BS is proposed to estimate the channel matrix
with a lower pilot overhead, in which the structured
channel sparsity and multiple antennas of users are
fully exploited. Furthermore, we analyze the recovery
probability of common support and channel estimation quality of the proposed SJMP algorithm, so that
the estimated channel matrix can be obtained iteratively to approach the true channel matrix.
Notations: Vectors and matrices are written in
lower-case and upper-case boldface, respectively; |·|
denotes the cardinality of a set, while |·|p and |·|F denote the lp-norm and Frobenius norm, respectively.
The matrix transpose and conjugate transpose are
denoted by (·)T and (·)H, respectively, while (·)† is the
Moore-Penrose inversion. For a given matrix A and
vector a, A(l) and a(l) denote the lth column vector of
A and lth entry of a, respectively. For an index set Γ,
A↓Γ and AΓ→ denote the sub-matrices consisting of
columns and rows, of A whose indices belong to index set Γ, respectively. supp(a) denotes the index set
of non-zero entries of vector a. I{·} and Pr(·) denote
the indicator function and probability, respectively.

2 Sparse channel model in the angular
domain
Consider a single cell massive MIMO system,
consisting of one BS and K users. The BS is equipped
with M antennas and each user is equipped with N
antennas (Fig. 1). All the antennas are assumed to be
uniform linear arrays. The ith user channel matrix Hi
can be expressed as
H i   a p er (Ωrp )etH (Ωtp ),

(1)

p

where ap denotes the channel gain of the pth path.
Ωrp=cos θrp, Ωtp=cos θtp, where θrp and θtp represent the
degree of arrival and departure of the pth path, respectively. er(Ω) and et(Ω) denote the received and
transmitted unit vectors, along the direction Ω, respectively. Specifically,
er ( Ω )  1

N [1, e  j2πΔr Ω ,  , e  j2π( N 1) Δr Ω ]T , (2)
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et ( Ω )  1

M  [1, e  j2πΔt Ω ,  , e j2π( M 1) Δt Ω ]T , (3)

where Δr and Δt denote the normalized distance between adjacent received antennas and adjacent
transmitted antennas, respectively. Ω and Ω′ between
the BS and a user is denoted by
f r ( )  f r (   )  erH ( )er ( )


1 jπ( N 1) t Δ sin(N r Δ )
e
.
N
sin(πr Δ )

(4)
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physical directions can be distributed into a particular
vector er(k/Lr). Similarly, the transmitted signal can be
represented in the orthogonal basis ΘT:
ΘT  {et (0), et (1 Lt ), , et (( M  1) Lt )},

(7)

where Lt=MΔt. Accordingly, the energy of signal
transmitted in any physical direction can be denoted
by a particular vector et(l/Lt).
From the analysis above, the channel matrix of
the ith user is denoted in the angular domain by
H ia  ΘRH H i ΘT ,

(8)

where H ia is the channel matrix in the angular domain. Specifically, the element in the kth row and lth
column of H ia is denoted by
 P

hkl  erH (k Lr )   a p er ( rp )etH ( tp )  et (l Lt )
 i 1

P

  a p erH (k Lr )er ( rp )etH ( tp )et (l Lt )

Fig. 1 Multi-user massive MIMO model

(9)

p 1

It can be seen that fr(ΔΩ) has periodicity, that is,

P

  a p f r (k Lr   rp ) f t ( tp  l Lt ).
p 1

f r (k Lr )  0, f r ( k Lr )  f r (( N  k ) Lr ),
k  1, 2, , N  1,

(5)

where Lr=NΔr. For each user, when the degree of
arrival from different directions satisfies Eq. (5), these
paths are orthogonal with each other. Thus, an
N-dimensional vector can be formed as an orthogonal
basis ΘR:

ΘR  {er (0), er (1 Lr ), , er (( N  1) Lr )}.

(6)

Then the received signal can be denoted in the
angular domain using the orthogonal basis in Eq. (6).
This indicates that the channel matrix can provide a
resolution of 1/Lr. When the physical paths of the
received signal are within the resolution that the antenna array can provide, these different paths will not
be distinguished. The paths are regarded as a cluster
from the same direction in the view of the receiver.
That is to say, the received signal energy from all the

According to Eq. (5), when the direction of paths is an
integer multiple of resolution 1/Lr, 1/Lt, the angular
correlation fr has the property of the Dirichlet function.
There is no leakage in the channel matrix, which
indicates that the entry hkl represents the channel gain
transmitted from the lth angular direction to the kth
angular direction (Tse and Viswanath, 2005). For
better legibility, the nth row of H ia is denoted by hin:

hin =[hin (1), hin (2), , hin ( M )],1  i  K ,1  n  N . (10)
Denote Din=supp(hin) as the support of hin. Extensive experimental studies (Barbotin et al., 2012;
Hoydis et al., 2012) have shown that the channel
matrix H ia tends to be sparse because there are only a
limited number of significant scatterers in the wireless propagation environments, which is an important
property to be fully exploited. Specifically, for user i,
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each row vector of H ia has the same sparsity support:
Di1  Di 2    DiN  Γ i ,

(11)

where Γi denotes the index set of support for user i.
Eq. (11) reveals that the channel matrix of each user
has the same support due to the finite scatterers of the
channel at the BS and abundant scattering around the
user (Gao et al., 2011; Rao and Lau, 2014) (Fig. 2).
On the other hand, due to limited scatterers surrounding the BS and the channel correlation of users
close to each other (Rao and Lau, 2014), different
users have the same partial support:
K



i

 Γc ,

(12)

i 1

where Γc denotes the index set of common support
among all K users. Eq. (12) explains that the channel
matrices of different users are partially correlated due
to some common scatterers (Gao et al., 2011) (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, the channel sparsity support of multiple
users can be parameterized as Γ={Γc, {Γi: i},
1≤i≤K}. The channel property in the angular domain
above is summarized in the following definition:
Definition 1 (Statistical channel model) (Rao and Lau,
2014) For a massive MIMO system with K users, the
channel sparsity support Γ={Γc, {Γi: i}, 1≤i≤K}
refers to the statistical model S={sc, sp: for K users},
where |Γc|≥sc, |Γi|≤sp, and sc and sp denote the common
support set and individual support set, respectively. In
particular, BS has the knowledge of S.
User 1

h11
h12

User i

hi1
hi2

User K

hK1
hK2

measurement (Gao et al., 2011; Rao and Lau, 2014).
Note that it is difficult for the BS and the user i to
obtain the instantaneous sparsity levels Γc and Γi due
to the statistics of the wireless channel. Fortunately,
the statistical model S makes channel estimation executable and possible in a practical system.
Remark 1 In this statistical channel model, when
sc=sp, the model reduces to all users sharing the same
local scatterers at the BS side. Also, when sc=0, the
scenario becomes that the users share no common
scatterers.
Remark 2 When each user is equipped with only
one antenna, Eq. (11) degenerates to Di1=Γi. That is to
say, the same sparsity support among different antennas for user i disappears and the channel estimation performance worsens. The concrete analysis will
be given in Section 3.

3 Proposed structured joint channel estimation algorithm
3.1 Multi-user massive MIMO model

In a typical multi-user massive MIMO system
(Fig. 1), the BS equipped with M antennas simultaneously serves K users with M  K . The information transmission between the BS and each user is
considered within the coherence time through a block
fading channel, in which the channel is assumed to
remain static for the duration of the coherence time. A
specific communication process between the BS and
users includes three stages: pilot sequence broadcasting, CSI feedback, and data transmission. Consider the pilot training stage with total time slots T and
the transmitted pilot in tth (t=1, 2, ..., T) time slot
denoted by xt   M 1 . For the ith user, the N×1 received signal vector yit is given by

yit  H i xt  nit , t  1, 2, , T ,
Individual sparsity

Common sparsity

Fig. 2 Channel sparsity model

The statistical channel model relies on the practical scattering environment and remains invariable in
a certain time slot. Hence, knowledge of the statistical
model S={sc, sp: for K users} can be known as prior
information for the BS by offline channel propagation

(13)

where H i   N  M and nit   N 1 denote the channel
matrix from the BS to the ith user and the additive
white Gaussian noise vector, respectively. Considering all the T time slots, it is convenient to transfer
Eq. (13) into matrix form as

Yi  H i X  N i , 1  i  K ,

(14)
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Yi   H ia X   N i, 1  i  K ,

where X  [ x1 , x2 , , xT ]   M T is the transmitted
pilot sequence in all T time slots, Yi  [ yi1 , yi 2 , ,
yiT ]   N T and N i  [ni1 , ni 2 ,  , niT ]   N T are

the received signal and noise matrices of the ith user
in T time slots, respectively. Define P as the transmit
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in each time slot at the BS.
For brevity, the pilot sequences are supposed to have
equal energy.
Because CSI is important for exploiting the DoF
and array gain, the transceiver should acquire accurate CSI. For a massive MIMO system working in the
FDD protocol, CSI acquisition at the BS usually
consists of two steps: (1) local users estimate the CSI
by using the pilot sequences; (2) the BS obtains the
estimated CSI feedback via the reverse links. Users
can employ the conventional channel estimation algorithm to obtain the CSI. In particular, the LS
channel estimation H of the ith user can be ex-

where Yi   ΘRHYi   N T ,

X   ΘTH X   M T , and

N i  ΘRH N i   N T .

Note that although the angular channel matrix
a
i

H tends to be sparse, Eq. (17) is not a typical CS

problem. It is very challenging to solve Eq. (17) using
traditional CS-based algorithms. Furthermore, the
complexity is high due to the large dimension of
X  =  M T in a massive MIMO system.
Fortunately, the channel structure can be fully
exploited. We reformulate Eq. (17) using the matrix
vector operator as
vec(Yi )  vec( H ia X   N i)  vec( H ia X )  vec( N i)
 X B  vec( H ia )  vec( N i),

(18)

i

pressed by

(17)

where X B  X T  I N . Note that vec( H ia ) is a
H i  Yi X † ,
X †  X H ( XX H ) 1 ,

(15)
(16)

where X† is the Moore-Penrose inversion of X. Note
that when applying the LS-based algorithm, Eqs. (15)
and (16) indicate that T≥M, which signifies that a
massive MIMO system requires a large amount of
pilot training overhead and CSI feedback overhead
due to the large number of BS antennas. Therefore,
the conventional LS-based channel estimation algorithm is unsuitable for a massive MIMO scenario and
it is imperative to design a more efficient scheme.
Fortunately, by exploiting the sparsity in the angular
domain of the channel matrix, the CS-based channel
estimator can be applied to address this challenging
problem. Furthermore, instead of the instantaneous
sparsity levels Γc and Γi of wireless channels, the
statistical channel model in Definition 1 can be fully
exploited in a massive MIMO system to effectively
reduce the pilot overhead.
3.2 Proposed SJMP algorithm

To fully exploit the joint channel sparsity property mentioned above, we first reformulate Eq. (14)
by taking Eq. (8) into consideration, and then obtain

sparse vector and X′TIN is the measurement matrix,
which indicates that Eq. (18) is a typical CS formula.
In the frame of CS, to guarantee the recovery performance of CS reconstruction, a relatively small
mutual coherence of the measurement matrix is always required. Note that X′T is composed by pilot
matrix X, which experiences unitary matrix multiplication and transpose operation. The mutual coherence of X′T is defined as (Qi and Wu, 2014)

 ( X T )  max

1 i ,l  M
i l

xi, xl
xi

2

xl

,

(19)

2

where xi and xl denote the ith and lth columns of
matrix X T , respectively. According to Eq. (11),
when the user is equipped with more than one antenna,
the support of the channel matrix among different
user antennas is identical. This leads to a ‘block’
property in vec( H ia ). The ‘block’ property means
that the consecutive N elements in channel vector
vec( H ia ) are either all non-zero or all zero. Conse-

quently, the block coherence of X B is defined as
(Eldar et al., 2010)
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B ( X B ) 

1
max   x BHi xB l  ,
N 1ii,l l M

(20)

where xB i and xB l denote the ith and lth column
blocks of matrix X B , respectively. The spectrum
radius of a given matrix A is denoted as

 ( A)  max i ( AH A),
i

(21)

where i ( AH A) denotes the ith eigenvalue of matrix
AHA. The relationship between Eqs. (19) and (20) is
given in the following theorem:
Theorem 1 For the channel estimation formula in
Eq. (17), we have

B ( X B ) 

1
 ( X T ).
N

(22)

Proof See the Appendix.
Theorem 1 signifies that the block coherence of
the measurement matrix is no more than the mutual
coherence for the pilot sequence matrix. In the field of
CS, a smaller coherence guarantees a better recovery
performance of the original sparse signal. When the
user has a single antenna, the ‘block’ coherence is
identical to the mutual coherence, which is the case
considered in most previous studies. The channel
estimation performance cannot be improved. When
N>1, the block coherence reduces and the column
blocks tend to be orthogonal with each other, which
leads to better channel recovery. Consequently, the
pilot overhead can be further reduced due to the block
coherence while holding the same channel performance.
Furthermore, through conjugate transpose operation, Eq. (17) can be denoted as
Yi  XH i  N i , 1  i  K ,

(23)

where Yi  Yi H ΘR  T  N , X  X H ΘT  T  M , H i 
( H ia ) H   M  N , and N i  N iHΘR  T  N .

Note that Eq. (23) is a standard multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem in CS models. Popular greedy algorithms, SOMP algorithms, and the
subsequent algorithm based on SOMP are proposed to

solve MMV problems. Further, when the number of
antennas N on the user side reduces to 1, problem (23)
degenerates to a standard single measurement vector
(SMV) problem, which can be solved using conventional OMP (Tropp and Gilbert, 2007) and SP (Dai
and Milenkovic, 2009) algorithms. As Theorem 1
shows, the block coherence of the pilot sequence
matrix is equal to the mutual coherence. However,
these algorithms do not consider the common sparsity
structures of channel matrices among different users.
Therefore, it is not suitable to address problem (23)
using the associated algorithms when the user has
more than one antenna.
The communication process between the BS and
users is illustrated below. First, the BS broadcasts the
pilot sequences X   M T with T  M to all the K
users. Then, user i obtains the channel measurements
Yi according to problem (23) and then feeds Yi back to
the BS. Finally, the BS obtains the channel measurements [Y1 , Y2 ,  , YK ] of all K users and jointly
processes and obtains the estimated channel matrix
[ H1e , H 2e ,  , H Ke ]. In particular, the channel recovery on the BS side is formulated as
K

H ie  min  Yi  XH i F , 1  i  K ,
{ Hi }

2

i 1

s.t. {H i , 1  i  K } satisfies the sparsity property.

(24)
To fully leverage the common sparsity of channel matrices in multi-user massive MIMO systems,
the proposed algorithm is elaborated in the next subsection. In this subsection, the SJMP algorithm, Algorithm 1, is proposed to fully leverage the specific
sparsity among the channel matrices of the multi-user
massive MIMO system mentioned in Definition 1.
Note that the row elements of H ie are either all
zero or all nonzero, which is similar to the case of
MMV problems. Developed from the SOMP algorithm, the proposed SJMP algorithm exploits the
structured sparsity of channel matrices to improve
channel estimation recovery performance. Here, we
further explain the SJMP. After the initialization,
steps 2–4 aim to identify the common support of
channel matrices among all the users. Next, set the
initial individual support with the estimated common
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support for each user, and then follow steps 6–9 to
obtain the channel support for each user. Finally,
based on the solution of step 9, we acquire the final
estimated channels.
Algorithm 1 Structured joint matching pursuit
Input: {Yi, 1≤i≤K}, X, S={sc, sp: for K users}.
1: (Initialization) Compute {Yi , 1  i  K } and X according
to Eq. (23); the initial set Γ ce   , Γ i   , and the residue
{Ri  Yi , 1  i  K }.
Iteration 1: Repeat the following steps sc times.
2: (Support estimate)  i   i {indices corresponding to the
sp largest l2-norm of the row vectors of X H Ri };
3: (Support pruning):





K

 ce   ce  arg max  I{ j }  ;

i 1


4: (Residue update):
Ri  Yi  X   e ( X   e )† Yi ,  i   ;
i

j

c

c

End iteration 1
5: (Support initialization):
Set  ie   ce for 1≤i≤K;
Iteration 2: Go through the following steps sp−sc times for
each user.
6: (Support update)  ie   ie {indices corresponding to the

sp largest l2-norm of the row vectors of X H Ri };
7: (Projection) X  X † Γ Yi ;
i

8: (Individual support estimate)  ie  {indices corresponding
to the sp largest l2-norm of the row vectors of X };
9: (Residue update) Ri  Yi  X   e ( X   e )† Yi ;
i

i

End iteration 2
10: (Obtaining CSI) The estimated support for each user
e

e

satisfies ( H ie )[{1,2,, M }  i ]  0 and ( H ie ) i   ( X   e )† Yi ;
i

the channel matrix can be obtained according to Eq. (23).
Output: [ H1e , H 2e , , H Ke ].

Compared with SOMP, the proposed algorithm
exploits the common sparsity structure of the multiuser massive MIMO system. Instead of recovering the
support set directly for each user, the proposed SJMP
firstly identifies the support index which is likely to
belong to all the users as the common support set.
Then, on the basis of common support, the proposed
algorithm iteratively recovers the individual support.
It fully exploits the statistical channel structure as in
Definition 1. Moreover, the input parameters are another highlight. Unlike conventional CS-based sparse

channel estimation (Hu et al., 2013; Qi and Wu, 2014)
and algorithms (Rao and Lau, 2014; Chen and Qin,
2015), where accurate and instantaneous sparsity is
needed, the proposed algorithm demands only the
statistical channel sparsity on the BS side, which can
be easily obtained by channel measurements. In addition, the proposed algorithm has no need for extra
empirical parameters (Rao and Lau, 2014), which
enables SJMP to be more flexible and easier to operate. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm incorporates
the merit of the SP algorithm, where the support set is
refined by projection in step 7, so that the channel
estimation quality can be improved further compared
with J-OMP. In fact, the sparsity can be expressed in
two categories: instantaneous sparsity and statistical
channel sparsity. Instantaneous sparsity can vary
within a certain range of statistical channel sparsity.
Since it is difficult to know the exact instantaneous
sparsity level in practice, the proposed algorithm fully
exploits the statistical channel sparsity as a priority to
acquire the channel matrix of different users and
cannot acquire the sparsity level adaptively. At the
expense of not adaptively acquiring the instantaneous
sparsity level, the proposed algorithm can be more
flexible and easier to operate in a practical massive
MIMO system.
Remark 3
When sc=sp, all users share the same
common support. Steps 6 and 7 in SJMP are skipped
and the proposed algorithm degenerates to the standard SOMP. Also, when sc=0, there is no common
support shared by all the users. Steps 2–4 in SJMP are
skipped and the proposed algorithm also degenerates
to the standard SOMP. Hence, the conventional
SOMP can be considered as a special case of our
proposed SJMP algorithm.
4 Performance analysis
4.1 Probability of recovering common support

To implement analysis of SJMP, the restricted
isometry property (RIP) for our problem (23) will be
illustrated first. Given a k-order restricted isometry
constant (RIC) δk (δk[0, 1)) and an arbitrary vector
h   M 1 (||h||0≤k), matrix X  T  M in problem (23)
satisfies RIP when holding
2

2

2

(1   k ) h  Xh  (1   k ) h .

(25)
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Lemma 1 (Dai and Milenkovic, 2009)
For two
disjoint sets J1, J2{1, 2, …, M}, assuming

J

1

 1, then for arbitrary vectors h1  

 J2

h2  

J 2 1

and

†
X HJ Ri = X HJ Yi  X  J  X  J  Yi 



, we obtain

= X HJ  I  X  J ( X HJ X  J )1 X HJ  Yi

X  J1 h1 , X  J 2 h2   J1  J 2 h1

(26)

= X HJ Yi  X  J ( X HJ X  J ) 1 X HJ Yi  (32)
= X HJ Yi  X HJ X  J ( X HJ X  J ) 1 X HJ Yi

(27)

= X HJ Yi  X HJ X  J ( X HJ X  J ) 1 X HJ Yi

X HJ 2 X  J 2 h2

Proof

J1 1

Proof

2

2

h2 2 ,

  J 2 h2 2 .

= 0.

Define h1  h1 h1 , x   X  J1 h1, h2 

h2 h2 , and y   X  J 2 h2 . Then, we have

Note that residual Yi  0. We obtain
X HJ ( I  X  J ( X HJ X  J )1 X HJ ) = 0,

X  J1 h1 , X  J 2 h2
h1

2

h2

(33)

which completes the proof.
Lemma 2 indicates that the sub-matrix contain-

2

 X  J1 h1, X  J 2 h2  x , y 

(28)

  J1  J 2 h2 2 .

ing columns corresponding to support set J of X is
orthogonal with the residual matrix in the SJMP algorithm. This property will be used frequently in the
following proof.
Now we take a close look at the process of
common support identification in SJMP. Common
support identification is closely related to the whole
recovery performance. We use Pr(EC) to represent the
probability of the event of correctly identifying
common support. Intuitively, the higher the probability of common support recovery Pr(EC), the more

The proof of Lemma 1 is completed.
This lemma explains the relationship between
pilot sequences and sparse channel support, which
will be used frequently.
Lemma 2 (Orthogonality)
For a set J and pilot

by using the above Lemmas 1 and 2, we can obtain
the probability bound of Pr(EC) for our proposed
SJMP algorithm.
Theorem 2 (Upper bound of Pr(EC)) For parameter
β, if

2



2

x   y 2  x   y 2
4

  J1  J 2 .

Thus, inequality (26) is proved. Now, we have
X HJ 2 X  J 2 h2

2

 max p H ( X HJ 2 X  J 2 h2 )
p: p 2 1

 max  J1  J 2 p
p: p 2 1

2

h2

2

(29)

accurate the channel estimation H ie is, Specifically,

sequence matrix X , denote X  J as the sub-matrix
consisting of columns of X whose indices belong to
J. Then
X HJ ( I  PJ )  0,

2

(30)


(1   sc ) 2 (1  1 )T 

(1   sc )   sp 1   sp 1 sp  2


P


1
(34)

(31)

holds, then the probability of the event of correctly
identifying common support Pr(EC) satisfies

where I is the identity matrix and
PJ  X  J ( X HJ X  J ) 1 X HJ .



(1   sp   sc )3
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K1
K  K1
K
K
Pr( EC )  1    (1  p)t p K  t    (1  p)t p K  t ,
t
t 0 
t 0  t 

(35)

where δ1, δsc , δsp , and δsp 1 are the 1st, scth, spth,

and (sp+1)th RIC of X , respectively, and


 (2   sp   sc ) sp
1   sc  
+ exp   N 
2ln


2

1   sp   sc  
 (1   sp   sc )


+ exp( N (2T  1  ln 2T )).
(36)
Proof Note that if the event correctly identifying
common support occurs, it means the added index in
step 2 belongs to the correct support set Γc. For better
comprehension, denote J as the current estimated
common support. Then the next estimated set Γ i( J ),

according to steps 2–4, can be obtained by
Γ i  arg max X HΓ ( I  PJ )Yi .
F

Γ  sp

(37)

Next, for the current estimated common support J and
any lJ, l  Γ i( J ), we have
X H (l )( I  PJ )Yi  0, l  J ,

(38)

X H (l )( I  PJ )Yi  0, l  [1, 2, , M ] \ J . (39)

The equation comes from steps 2–4 in SJMP,
which indicates that any support atom obtained in the
previous iteration will not be picked again in the next
iteration, ensuring the uniqueness of atom selection in
each iteration. Furthermore, given the current estimated common support as JΓc, |J|<sc, the index l
obtained in the next iteration will belong to Γc when
the following event occurs:
K

Pr( EC )  Pr(



J  Γ c , J  sc

J ) 



J  Γ c , J  sc

Pr( J ). (41)

For the current estimated common support JΓc,
|J|<sc, and lΓc\J, we have


1  2

p = exp   N 
 2 ln   
2
 



 J : max  I{lΓ  ( J )} 

correctly identifying common support occurs, the
above equation should apply for all JΓc, |J|<sc. If we
cannot identify the common support correctly for all
JΓc, |J|<sc, Eq. (40) will not hold. Then we have

K
K


Pr( J )  Pr  max  I{lΓi ( J )}  max  I{ j i( J )} 
l Γ c \ J
j[1,2,, M ]\ Γ c
i 1
i 1


K


 Pr   I{lΓi ( J )}  K1 
 i 1

K


+Pr  max  I{ jΓi ( J )}  K1  .
j[1,2,, M ]\ Γ c
i 1


(42)

The inequality is the property of probability and K1 is
a constant indicating the number of users, which determines whether a support index belongs to the
common sparsity. For any j[1, 2, …, M]\Γc, we have
K


Pr  max  I{ jΓi ( J )}  K1 
j[1,2,, M ]\ Γ c
i 1



(43)

 K

 Pr   max I{ jΓi ( J )}  K1  .
j[1,2,, M ]\ Γ c
 i 1


According to step 2 in Algorithm 1, for a given
current common support set JΓc, |J|<sc, and lΓc\J,
it holds that



Pr( I{lΓi ( J )}  0)  Pr X H (l )( I  PJ )Yi


max

j[1,2,, M ]\ Γ c

2
F

X H ( j )( I  PJ )Yi

2
F



(44)
.

Note that
Yi  XH i  N i  X  J ( H i ) J   X  Γi \ J ( H i ) Γi \ J   N i .

K

I

. (40)

(45)

Therefore, to guarantee that the event of

Then, for the left side of the inequality, according to
Lemmas 1 and 2, we have

l Γ c \ J

i 1

i

max

j[1,2,, M ]\ Γ c

i 1

{ j Γ i ( J )}
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X H (l )( I  PJ )Yi

For part of Eq. (47), we obtain

F

 X H (l )( I  PJ )( X  J ( H i ) J   X   i \ J ( H i ) i \ J   N i )

F

(a)

= X H (l )( I  PJ )( X   i \ J ( H i ) i \ J   N i )

(b)

 X (l )( I  PJ ) X   i \ J ( H i )
H

i \J 

 X ( j) X  i \ J
H

F

 1  1 N i

F

F

H

F

 X H ( j )( I  PJ )( X  J ( H i ) J   X   i \ J ( H i ) i \ J   N i )
 X ( j )( I  PJ )( X   i \ J ( H i )
 X ( j )( I  PJ ) X   i \ J ( H i )
H

i \J 

 Ni )

i \J 
F

F

F

 1  1 N i F .

(47)

 X ( j )( I  PJ ) X  i \ J ( H i )
H

F

i \J 
F

 2 1  1 N i F .
(48)

Then Eq. (44) can be expressed as


+Pr  X

 Pr X (l )( I  PJ ) X  i \ J ( H i )
H



+Pr N i

i \J 
F

( j )( I  PJ ) X  i \ J ( H i ) i \ J 

 N   2 (1  1 )TN P
F





 N



F

 X H (l ) X  J ( X HJ X  J ) 1 X HJ X   i \ J

 1   sp  X (l ) X  J


1   sp   sc
1   sc

F

H
J

( X XJ )

F

F

.

(51)
Note that H i and N i are subject to the complex
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, 1/P,
respectively. Denote χ2N as a chi-squared distribution
with 2N degrees of freedom. From Eqs. (49) and (50),
we have




 Pr   2 N  2 N 2



F

 1   sp   sc

 1   sc

 N




2


.




(52)

From Eqs. (49) and (51), we have



Pr X H ( j )( I  PJ ) X  i \ J ( H i ) i \ J 



F

2

(53)

 TN P  Pr(  2 NT  2TN ).

(54)




.
 sp 1   sp 1 sp 
1   sc

From Eq. (49), we have

F

H

1   sc

(49)

F

H

 X (l ) X   i \ J

  sp 1 sp
p 1



where α is a constant which will be set later. Furthermore, according to Lemma 1 again, for part of
Eq. (46), we obtain

H

s

H
J

 Pr  2 N  2 N   2 (1  1 )T P 

 TN P ,

X (l )( I  PJ ) X   i \ J



1

H
J

 N   2 (1  1 )TN P

Pr( I{l i( J )}  0)
H

 X H ( j ) X  J ( X HJ X  J ) 1 X HJ X   i \ J

Pr X H (l )( I  PJ ) X   i \ J ( H i ) i \ J 

Combining Eqs. (46) and (47), we have
X H (l )( I  PJ ) X   i \ J ( H i ) i \ J 

F

  sp 1  X ( j ) X  J ( X X  J ) X X   i \ J

,

where (a) follows Lemma 2 and (b) follows the triangle inequality and Eq. (25). On the other hand, for
the right side of the inequality, we obtain

H

F

H

(46)

X ( j )( I  PJ )Yi

X H ( j )( I  PJ ) X   i \ J

1
F

H
J

X X  i \ J

F

F

.

(50)



Pr N i

F



Next, combining Eqs. (52)–(54), we have


2 N 2
Pr( I{l i( J )}  0)  Pr   2 N 
2 
 1   sp   sc  


 


 1   sc  


2 N (  2 (1  1 )T P ) 2 
+Pr   2 N 
  Pr(  2 NT  2 NT ).
2


  sp 1   sp 1 sp 






1   sc





(55)
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According to the Chernoff bounds (Dasgupta and
Gupta, 2003) for chi-squared distribution χ2k, we have
the following bounds:

 K
 K  K1  K 
Pr   max I{ j i( J )}  K1     (1  p)t p K  t .
 i 1 j[1,2,, M ]\  c
 t 0  t 

Pr(  2 k  2 xk )  exp(k (1  x  ln x)), 0  x  1, (56)

Therefore, combining Eqs. (41), (42), (60), and (61),
the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
Theorem 2 provides the probability bound for
common support recovery with respect to parameters
K, T, P, and RICs  sc and  sp . From Theorem 2, we

Pr(  2 k  2 xk )  exp(k (1  x  ln x)), x  1. (57)

To use Eqs. (56) and (57), we simply choose
  sp 1   sp 1 sp

 

1   sc



If  

1   sp   sc

2

(1  1 )T
P

 1   sc
.

 1   sp   sc

 1 , then Eq. (55) can be ex-

(1   sc ) 2

pressed as



1
Pr( I{l i( J )}  0)  exp   N  2ln   2  1 




2



1   sc
1   sc



 exp   N  2 ln

 1 
2
1   sp   sc


1   sp   sc




 exp( N (2T  ln 2T  1))  p.
(58)





Then, the probability Pr



max

j[1,2,, M ]\  c







I{ j i( J )}  1 can

(61)

know that the proposed SJMP algorithm has a high
probability of accurately identifying common support
of the channel matrix, so that a better channel estimation performance can be achieved. Theorem 2
inspires us to design an algorithm with a higher
common support recovery probability to achieve
better channel estimation performance. The simulation in Section 5 also verifies Theorem 2.
4.2 Channel estimation quality

In this subsection, we show the channel estimation quality using our proposed SJMP algorithm for a
multi-user massive MIMO system. For statistical
channel model S={sc, sp: for K users} in Definition 1,
we can obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 3 (Upper bound of the channel estimation
error) In the SJMP algorithm, the estimated channel
matrix for the ith user is
e

( H ie )[{1,2,, M }  i ]  0,

be derived. In fact,
Pr



max

j[1,2,, M ]\  c



I{ j i( J )}  1



 Pr X H (l )( I  PJ )Yi


max

j[1,2,, M ]\  c

i

 Y.

(63)

i

Then, for the ith user, the H ie obtained satisfies

2
F

X ( j )( I  PJ )Yi
H



e

( H ie ) i   X  e

(62)

†

2
F



(59)

 Pr( I{l i( J )}  0)  p.

H i  H ie

F



e
1
( H i ) i \  i 
1   sp

F



1   sp
1   sp

TN
,
P

(64)
I{l i( J )} can be regarded as a statistics variable and is

independent among different users because of the
statistics of channel matrix H i for the ith user. Thus,

I

{l i ( J )}



, i is subject to the Bernoulli distribution:

e

where ( H i ) i \  i  are the residual signals based on
the estimated support set  ie obtained for the ith user,
and  sp is the spth RIC of pilot sequences of X .
Proof

K


Pr   I{l i( J )}  K1     (1  p)t p K  t , (60)
 i 1
 t 0  t 
K

From the transform in Eq. (23), we have

K1

H i  H ie

F

 H i  H ie .
F

(65)
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support Γc can be obtained with a high probability
Pr(EC), leading to a high probability of accurately
recovering  ie . As a result, we can use Eq. (64) as the

Then we can obtain the following inequality:
e

H i  H ie

 ( H i ) i \  i 

F

 ( X  e ) X 
†

i

i

( Hi )
\ e

F

 i \  ie 

 ( X   e )† N i .

F

i

(66)

4.3 Computational complexity

F

i

Furthermore, the second term in the right-hand side of
the inequality can be written as
e

( X   e )† X  
i

 (X



H
  ie

i

\  ie

( H i ) i \  i 

X  e ) X  e X 
i

i

e

i

\  ie

1
X  e X  \  e ( H i )
i
i
i
1   sp

s

F

1

( H i ) i \  i 

F

(67)

 i \  ie 
F

1   sp

( H i ) i \  i  .

O(T 2 ( sc  N )). For step 6, the complexity of the

F

support update is similar to that in step 2, i.e.,
O(TMN). In step 7, the overall computational complexity is O(8sp3  8Tsp2  2 NTsp ), including the

The third term is
( X   e )† N i
i





F

 ( X H e X  e ) 1 X  e N i

1
X  e N i
i
1   sp
1   sp
1   sp

In this subsection, the computational complexity
of the proposed SJMP is analyzed. The main complexity in each iteration comes from several operations as shown below. For step 2, the correlation and
l2-norm in the support estimate have a computational
complexity of O(TMN) and O(MN), respectively. For
step 3, the function arg max(·) has a complexity of
O(Ksp). For step 4, the overall complexity in the residue update is O( sc3  2Tsc2  T 2 ( sc  N )), including
pseudo inversion O( sc3  2Tsc2 ) and residue update

e

p

upper bound of the channel estimation error.

i

F



i

1   sp
1   sp

i

Ni

F

(68)

F

complexities of the pseudo inversion and matrix
product. For step 8, the norm operation contains a
complexity of O(2Nsp). Also, the residual update in
step 9 has a complexity of O( sp3  2Tsp2  T 2 ( sp 

N )), which is similar to that in step 4. In step 10, the

TN
.
P

main complexity is in pseudo inversion and matrix
product, with a complexity of O( sp3  2Tsp2  TNsp ).

Substituting Eqs. (66)–(68) into Eq. (65), Theorem 3
is proved.
Theorem 3 provides the channel estimation error
upper bound of each user using our proposed SJMP
algorithm with respect to parameters N, T, P, and RIC

 s . Note that the term ( H i )
p

i

\  ie 

represents the

residual signals based on the estimated support set
 ie obtained by the SJMP algorithm for the ith user.
The concrete meaning is the rth row vector of H i in
support set  i \  ie , where the index r satisfies
r   i , r   ie . To be specific, if  i   ie , the sup-

port set is estimated accurately and there is no element in support set  i \  , so that ( H i )
e
i

 i \  ie 

 0.

Although the  ie cannot be exactly correct compared
with Γi, according to Theorem 1, the correct common

Therefore, the overall complexity of the proposed
SJMP algorithm is O( sp3  2Tsp2  T 2 ( sp  N )  TMN).
For clarity, the computational complexities of the
proposed SJMP algorithm are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Computational complexities of the SJMP
algorithm

Implementation step
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 6
Step 7

Complexity
O(TMN)
O(Ksp)
O( sc3  2Tsc2  T 2 ( sc  N ))
O(TMN)
O(8s  8Tsp2  2 NTsp )
3
p

Step 9

O(2Nsp)
O( sp3  2Tsp2  T 2 ( sp  N ))

Step 10

O( sp3  2Tsp2  TNsp )

Overall

O( sp3  2Tsp2  T 2 ( sp  N )  TMN )

Step 8
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5 Simulation results

The channel estimation performance of the
proposed SJMP algorithm for a multi-user massive
MIMO system was verified by a series of experiments.
The conventional LS estimation, OMP algorithm,
SOMP algorithm, and J-OMP algorithm were considered as benchmarks. The practical channel sparsity
Γ={Γc, {Γi: i}, 1≤i≤K} was randomly generated.
Concretely, the sparsity levels |Γc| and |Γi| were generated uniformly in [sc, sc+2] and [sp−2, sp], respectively. Channel coefficients of spatial paths were
generated using the SCM channel model (Baum et al.,
2005). The pilot overhead ratio is defined as ηp=T/M.
The average mean squared error (MSE) of the estimated channel is given by

2095

because the common sparsity of the statistical channel
is leveraged. Moreover, as the overhead T increased,
the MSE performance improved. The reason is that
the recovery probability of the CS-based algorithm is
higher with more overhead. Furthermore, when
compared with the J-OMP algorithm, the performance of the proposed SJMP was consistently superior since the support estimate in step 2 provides more
flexible atom selection, which results in a higher
common support recovery probability. Although only
ηp=20% pilot overhead was used, the channel estimation performance was still significantly superior to
that of conventional LS estimation, OMP, SOMP, and
J-OMP algorithms.

2

e
1 K Hi  Hi 2
MSE  
.
2
K i 1
Hi 2

(69)

Fig. 3 presents the MSE performance of channel
estimation using the proposed SJMP algorithm under
the condition that users are equipped with 1, 2, or 4
antennas. Parameters are set as follows: the number of
BS antennas M=200, user number K=30, common
sparsity sc=6, individual sparsity sp=12, and pilot
overhead T=45. The MSE of channel estimation
decreased with the SNR. Moreover, as the number of
user antennas doubled, the MSE performance gained
2.5 dB in terms of SNR. This is because users were
equipped with more than one antenna, the support of
the channel matrix among different user antennas was
identical, leading to either all zero or all nonzero of
the channel matrix. Furthermore, the block coherence
of the matrix in Eq. (20) was smaller than the mutual
coherence of the pilot sequence matrix. Hence, a
better estimation performance was achieved, which
validates the result in Theorem 1. In the following
experiments, each user was equipped with two
antennas.
Fig. 4 compares the MSE performance of
channel estimation versus overhead T among LS
estimation, OMP algorithm, SOMP algorithm, J-OMP
algorithm, and our proposed SJMP algorithm, with
K=30, M=200, sc=6, sp=12, and SNR P=20 dB. The
LS algorithm performed poorly. The proposed SJMP
algorithm outperformed the other four algorithms

Fig. 3 MSE performance with different numbers of user
antennas

Fig. 4 MSE performance of channel estimation at different overhead T

Fig. 5 illustrates the MSE performance with
common sparsity sc corresponding to parameters
K=30, M=200, sp=12, SNR P=20 dB, and T=45. As
the common sparsity increased, the MSE using the
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other four algorithms remained invariant, while that
of our proposed SJMP decreased slightly because
steps 2–4 tend to identify the common support
correctly.

antennas M grows, the MSE of the proposed algorithm rises slightly. As in Fig. 4, more antennas require more overhead T. When the pilot overhead remained constant, the MSE performance became
worse with more BS antennas. Note that the proposed
SJMP algorithm outperformed the other algorithms.
The reason is that the common support and individual
support of the channel matrix can be identified
accurately.

Fig. 5 MSE performance of channel estimation at different common sparsity sc

Fig. 6 depicts the MSE performance with individual sparsity sp corresponding to parameters K=30,
M=200, sc=6, SNR P=20 dB, and T=45. The MSE
increased with the individual sparsity. The reason is
that high sparsity requires more measurements, which
is equivalent to requiring more overhead T. Thus,
given a certain pilot overhead, the channel estimation
MSE becomes worse as the individual sparsity
increases.

Fig. 7 MSE performance of channel estimation at different BS antenna numbers

Fig. 8 shows the MSE performance versus SNR
P with K=30, M=200, sc=6, sp=12, and T=45. The
channel estimation performance of all the algorithms
improved as SNR increased. More importantly, the
proposed SJMP consistently performed better than the
other algorithms with increasing SNR.
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Fig. 6 MSE performance of channel estimation at different individual sparsity sp

Fig. 8 MSE performance of channel estimation at different SNR

Fig. 7 shows the MSE performance versus the
number of BS antennas M with parameters K=30,
sc=6, sp=12, T=45, and P=20 dB. As the number of BS

Fig. 9 compares the MSE performance wiht the
number of users K with parameters M=200, sc=6,
sp=12, SNR P=20 dB, and T=45. The channel esti-
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mation performance improved with the increasing
number of users. Note from Eq. (12) that a larger K
provides more common sparsity of the user channel
matrix, so that the proposed SJMP can exploit the
structure of the channel sparsity of all users, achieving better estimation performance. Note that a cross
curve occurred between J-OMP, OMP, and SOMP.
Furthermore, when the number of users was small, the
MSE performance of the J-OMP algorithm was even
worse than that of OMP and SOMP. This is because
J-OMP cannot obtain the common support among
different user channel matrices with fewer users. As
the number of users increased, the performance of
J-OMP improved. This is mainly because J-OMP can
exploit the common support of the channel matrix,
while the OMP and SOMP algorithms fail to take
advantage of that property.
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only ηp=22% pilot overhead, the success rate was
about 90%, which guarantees accurate channel estimation for the multi-user massive MIMO system.
When using ηp=28% pilot overhead, the success rate
was nearly 100%, which validates the results in Fig. 4.
Furthermore, the results of Figs. 4 and 9 verify Theorem 2, where a high probability of recovering
common support leads to better channel estimation
performance.

Fig. 10 Success rate of common support recovery versus
overhead T

Fig. 9 MSE performance of channel estimation at different user numbers

Note that from Figs. 4–9, the performance of the
proposed SJMP was significantly better than that of
OMP, SOMP, and J-OMP. The reason is that the
proposed SJMP achieves a higher probability of
sparsity support recovery. Fig. 10 illustrates the success rate of common support recovery versus the pilot
overhead. The simulation parameters were set as
K=30, M=200, sc=6, sp=12, and P=20 dB. Each test
point was run 100 times and successful common
support recovery was declared when the true common
support was the subset of the estimated common
support. The success rate increased with overhead T
(Fig. 10), following the same trend as in Fig. 4,
leading to better channel estimation of each user. In
particular, for the proposed SJMP algorithm, using

Besides comparing the MSE performance of the
proposed SJMP algorithm under various simulation
settings, the bit error rate (BER) performance and
average achievable rate per user performance were
investigated. Fig. 11 depicts the downlink BER performance versus SNR P, with the parameters set as
K=30, M=200, sc=6, sp=12, and T=50. The estimated
channels of four benchmark algorithms and the proposed SJMP algorithms were used by the BS to perform zero-forcing (ZF) precoding, so that the BS
could simultaneously serve K users using
16-quadrature amplitude modulation as the transmission signal. The proposed SJMP algorithm outperformed the other four algorithms because the common sparsity of the statistical channel is leveraged,
which can be verified by Figs. 5 and 8. When compared with the J-OMP algorithm, the performance
gain of the proposed SJMP was about 0.8 dB in terms
of BER with only 0.2 dB performance loss compared
with the Oracle LS algorithm. We conclude that the
better MSE performance of channel estimation leads
to more effective information transmission.
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(Fig. 12). In particular, the proposed SJMP consistently performed better than the other algorithms because of its more accurate channel estimation.
Moreover, since the individual support of the channel
matrix of each user can be precisely acquired, the gap
between the proposed SJMP algorithm and perfect
channel information for the average achievable rate
can be negligible.

6 Conclusions

Fig. 11 BER performance at different SNR P

In Fig. 12, when the estimated channels of different algorithms were employed, the average
achievable rate per user performance was investigated
with the same parameters in Fig. 11. At the BS, the
precoding vector of user i for the different algorithms
was generated according to the corresponding estimated channels, i.e., Wi e   H ie 

†

H 

e †
i

. Then the

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the
ith user can be denoted as
SINR i 

P
H iWi e
K

2

2
 P K
H iWme  . (70)
1+

 K m 1, m  i


In this paper, to reduce the pilot overhead in
massive MIMO systems, we have proposed a structured joint channel estimation scheme deploying CS
theory. In particular, due to the practical scattering
environment, the channel sparsity in the angular domain was analyzed. The common sparsity and individual sparsity structure among neighboring users
exist in the channel matrix. Then, users equipped with
multiple antennas were investigated in the framework
of CS to further reduce the pilot overhead. Consequently, by leveraging the statistical sparsity structure,
the SJMP algorithm at the BS was proposed to jointly
estimate channels associated with limited pilot overhead. Also, the probability upper bound of the common sparsity recovery and the upper bound of the
channel estimation quality of the proposed SJMP
algorithm were deduced, providing a vision to design
algorithms to further reduce pilot overhead and improve channel performance. Simulations showed that
the proposed algorithm achieves superior channel
estimation performance with a lower pilot overhead.
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 consists of
It is clear that the first column of xBi

Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

Given that the pilot sequence matrix is normalized, Eq. (19) can be simplified as

 ( X  )  max xi, xl .
T

(A1)

1 i ,l  M
i l

To explain it clearly, the concrete form of pilot matrix
X′T is expressed as
 x11
X    
 xT 1

T

x1i  x1l


xTi  xTl


xi

xl

x1M 
  .
xTM 


x1i I N  x1l I N


xTi I N  xTl I N


xB i

xB l

 is consticent elements. The rest of column of xBi
 is made
tuted by a cyclic shift of the first column. xBl
up in a similar way.
According to the definition of ‘block’ coherence
in Eq. (20), we have

B ( X B ) 

(A2)

According to Eq. (18), X B is expressed as Eq. (A3).

 x11 I N
X B   
 xT 1 I N


xi with interpolating N−1 zeros between two adja-
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1
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(A4)

Applying Eq. (21), we have Eq. (A5).
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